Rules for online competition
1/ Clothes:
Traditional Chinese uniforms ONLY, black or darkcolour uniforms are NOT
allowed and will result to penalty points. Two color like black trousers and
white Jacket are allowed.
2/ Video requirements
a) The video must be uploaded between 12 July 2021 and 12 August 2021.
In the beginning of the video, athletes are required to hold up the registration
letter in front of the chest. The letter has to be located at the competition area
clearly visible during presentation.
b) Athletes should begin and end the presentation in the center of the camera
frame while facing the camera.
c) The presentation-video should be recorded without any interruption, live in
video and audio. Music is not allowed. Advice by who-so-ever is not allowed.
Natural back sounds like ocean or other natural sounds are allowed.
The camera must be fixed in front of the center of the competition area at
1,20-1,50m (4-5’) high and the athlete's complete body must be visible during
the complete performance. Only moving the camera to the left and to the right
is allowed. Zooming, editing or changing the videos speed will result to a
disqualification for this category and the registration fee will be nonrefundable.
d) Athletes can choose any location to record the video. It can be indoors or
outdoors, as long as the brightness of the video is sufficient. School logos,
national or regional flags are allowed in the backround (as editing they are not
allowed). Religious, political oder commercial advertisements result to a
disqualification by the technical director.
e) If video requirements are not met, the technical director rejects the
presentation, and the athlete may only one time again upload a new video,
this will be counted as 2nd start with deduction in points. If the 2nd videos
does not met the video requirements again or is uploaded later than 12 August
2021, the athlete is disqualified for this category and the registration fee will
be non-refundable.
d) Videos have to uploaded either on athletes own YouTube account and
marked „not listed“. The Link has to be mailed till 12.08.2021 to
team@wuweicup.de. If the athletes has no access to YouTube he will get a filetransfer link be the organizer and has to upload till 12.08.2021 his
presentation.
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3/ Scoring:
a/ Time is calculated after salute and ends with salute
Bare hands presentation time: minimum 4 minutes - maximum 5 minutes
Weapons : maximum 5 minutes no minimum time
Competition area: the athlete has to been seen completely (including weapon)
if any part (especially from the weapon) is out of view, this will be rated as
leaving the competition area.
b/ Scores: Judges can award upto 40 points for the complete presentation.
Four parts each covering zero to ten points:
Legwork / Stances / Transitions:
-Secure, exact stances
-smooth transitions
Expression / Eyes / Breath:
-Look and expression
-Sensible breathing
-Flow of Qi during techniques
Precision of technique / weapon:
-Exact execution of techniques
-Harmony of upper body and legs
-Change between Yin and Yang
-Interaction of body and weapon
Level of difficulty of techniques:
-Complexity of form and techniques

c/ Final score : Five judges will score. The best and the worst result will be
crossed out and from the three remaining scores an average will form the final
score.
d/ Penalty points: From the final score the following penalty points can be
deducted by the head-judge:
Not traditional uniform
-2 points
Time error
-1 point
Leaving the competition area -1 point (each time)
Upload 2nd time
-2 points
e/ Arbitration: EUR 50 to be paid before complaint is opened. If justified the
amount will be transferred back.
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